Design Process - Client 3D Logo

Clarify the Brief
Design Brief:
Client: Lynn from south west netball region
Project: 3D Logo design for South West Jet’s playing uniform
Meeting time and date: June 20TH 2016 (time of meeting – around 10:40)

Client requirements/ important notes form client meeting:
The client requires me to produce a logo design that will be printed into the south west jet’s uniform. Additionally, the design will need to have digital capabilities for web use and emails, as well as paper printing capabilities. A printing method
I have been informed (by the client) the design may make use of is sublimated printing. I will investigate the parameters
around this printing method in my research. In terms of Web use the design must also have a version set to RGB (web
colour mode) and for printing on paper also a version that uses a CMYK (printing) colour mode. The colour of the Jet’s
uniform is (as the client provided) Pantone 274 – which is a deep sapphire blue. I am expected to either use this colour or
something similar/ something that will complement the colour of the uniform. The colour blue is important as it is a common thread between the entire South West Netball Region organization. Additionally, other colours the client suggested I
might like to use include silver and white (which are also part of the current uniform). The colours provided by the client are
generally what I should stick to, the client requires the theme for the organization of the south west netball region to remain
consistent. The final and most crucial requirement set by the client is that the logo be representative of what southwest
jet’s is about: she expressed this group as being hard working and high achievers. Additionally, the metaphor of the Jet
works to symbolize the action of the netballers as taking off on the netball court. These attribute should be worked into the
design somehow.

Brief Requirement/ brief outline:
For this project, I am required to complete 5 set tasks which relate to my design work for the client mentioned above in
creating a logo design. I will be required to experiment and explore the options of creating the illusion of 3D in the creation of the logo design. The final design is to be ready for presentation to client (print/ publication ready). The presentation
must exhibit the design mapped to at least two different 3D objects which I have designed myself as well. I will be required
to carry the project from client meeting to final presentation utilizing 3D tutorials that I source myself to guide my design
development. I will also be required to attend all client meetings as scheduled below and also follow/ document each step
of the design process in a visual diary.
Assessment Timeline: term 2 week 8 – Term 3 week 6. The Submission Date is August 24, 2016 (week 6)
Individual tasks set by given brief:
Task 1 – collate a set of 3D stimulus images (I will address this in my research pages)
Required to collect at least 12 or more images. Examples must be annotated (describing how the illusion of 3D has been
achieved)
Task 2 – Document the design process and attend client meetings
Follow and document design process with evidence displayed in a visual diary (this document)
Task 3 – Create client logo
Using Adobe illustrator, I am required to construct the logo as per the brief
Task 4 - Digitally map logo to at least 2 objects for presentation
I must source my own 3D tutorials that will give me the knowledge to create a minimum of two (2) 3D objects – which I
then need to map my final one (1) design to for presentation
Task 5 – Submit/ deliver files
I am required to submit native files as well as press/ print read files that will be influenced by the cleints desired end uses.
(explore sublimated printing)

Clarify the Brief
Summary Email:
Hi lynn,
My name is Jed, I am Part of Nat’s Design Fundamentals class at Manea Senior College. I am just emailing you to express
my excitment in working with you on the logo design for the Jet’s Uniform. As was established on our first meeting (Monday
20th), I am working in a gorup with Amber, Mikayla, Mackenzie, Annabelle, Alesha and Mia - all of whom are ready and
willing to provid you with with individual ideas for the desing that will unfold as the process moves forward. We haev all dicerned from the meeting that the design is to be a logo that represents the core values of the Jet’s, Authenticlaly distinguishing their team. We also understand that the pantone 2747 blue colour you provided us with, is an element that we should
begin to work with in creating our designs. If you have any queries following the course of this designs process please dont
hesitate to email me. I will pass any information onto the gorup on your behalf.
We look forward to our next meeting.
Thanks a lot,
Jed.

Notes from client meeting - (outlined in client briefe above)

Questions and basic research made prior to meeting

Research Material
A current logo used by the South West
Netball Region
3D Has been stimulated by the
use of size contrast between
the dots. The dots closer to the
centre of the design look larger
and thus appear closer give the
illusion of 3D. This is enhanced
by the fact that the dots closer
tot eh middle are of a warmer
green hue compared to the
rest. Warmer colours tend to
appear more foreshortened.

This design gives the illusion of 3D
via its use of shadows and highlights
(gradient) which make the spheric shape
representing a ball appear to stand out.
Also the way in which the ball shape has
been partly morphed into another image
depicting a wire frame of some kind gives
the concept that the object represented
has an inside structure.

This design makes use of
gradients which implicate
highlights onto the design
producing the effect that the
highlighted areas are in some
way curved or stick outwards thus 3D is stimulated.

This Design uses perspective and bevel within
the construction of its shape to make the design
appear as if it is 3-dimensionla. Additionally a
clear and simple shadow has been applied to
the exterior of the logo to enhance this effect.

This design makes use of perspective and bevel
which have contorted the direction and point of
view for the viewer so that the object represented
appears substantial and 3D. 3D has also been
stimulated through the use varying tones and tints
of colours which indicate areas where the light
would hit this represented shape.

These logos each uses the same effect
to give them a rounded 3D effect.
Across a series of small objects a
shadow has been applied that slowly
transitions into lighter values of the
same colour. The radial nature of the
light source created makes the objects
seem concaved on the reverse side tot
he viewer.
Like the other designs shown this logo makes use of
bevel and gradients which act to stimulate the illusion of
3D. This design is depicted as a thin set of interlocking
shapes which have a smooth curved surface. With
glossy finish. This effect is achieved to make the logo
look shiny and polished like painted metal.

An example
of a logo design used on
a 3D product
(t-shirt)

This design combines gradients with the
use of shadowing. The illusion of 3D is
stimulated through producing a light source
and direction, showing where the curves of
the 2D image would create physical shade
if a real 3D object. Additionally the spheric
shape is suggested through the gaps
between the green shapes which give way
to blue shapes seen in the background. This
layering effect heightens the look of 3D in
the logo.
This design stimulates the illusion
of 3D through a series of highlights
and shadows as well as gradients
which give the logo design a sense
of volume. Also the very shape of the
design is depicted from a pint of view
that suggests there is volume to the
logo. (Bevel effect.)

This Design has achieved the illusion of 3D by its
intense use of colour and value which indicate areas
where light would hit this 2D object if it were 3D. The
analogous colour scheme works to heighten this by
making it clear to follow the patterns of light in and
around the represented form. Also gradients have
been used to gently transition the light source from
shadows to brightness. These contrasts between light
and shadow indicate places where the object folds and
twists - making the illusion of
3D more effective.

This logo desing uses a simple shadow
effect that softly glows aorudnt eh edge
of the entire design to stimulate the
illusion of 3D. This is enhanced by the
way in which the ball object to the top
half of the desing has been equiped
with a trail that appears to feather
off - fading into the bakctournd. this
gives hte idea that the represented
ball has come from behind the lettering
to teh foregorunf and is moving. this
movmeent is another stimulant to the
look of 3D.

This designs makes strategic use
of placement of shapes, these
shapes overlap and provide a more
basic representation of background
midground and foreground. Thus 3D
is stimulated. This is heightened by
eh use of shadowing to some areas
and the fact that the darker colours
reside in the background, while
the lighter hues/ values sit in the
foreground. The this organisation of
shape space and colour stimulates
the illusion of 3D.

Research Information
What is sublimated printing:
Sublimated printing is a textile orientated printing process that deals only with clothing product print jobs (printing directly
into the fabric).
Sublimated printing is a unique alternative to screen printing as it has the capability to achieve unlimited artwork quality.
Unlike screen printing, the artwork is put onto paper before being transferred by being heat set onto a fabric product.

Possible constraints/ things to remember:
•
•

Sublimation printing can only be done on polyester fabric: this is due to the temperature needed to achieved a high
quality print and depth of colour.
Sublimation printing does not use a traditional wet process.

Good things about sublimated printing:
•
•
•

No screen setup costs (screen printing)
Detail in prints can be extremely higher than screen printing
No minimum to print amount (within reason and depending on procedures

Notes made on printing processes
Current Playing
uniform
The uniform shown here
is what I was provided
with by the client to take
a look at. I Will use the
uniform to help guide/
inform my design as it
will need to co-ordinate
well with he style of the
overall outfit. This logo
is not an independent
design, rather it will
become a part of the
uniform, Thus I must
use these photos to
help inform myself as to
where to take the look of
the logo design.

Here I produced a series of thumbnail sketches (basic ideas) which I will gain feedback on for further development (See feedback on
next page). After the stage of critique I will decide on two designs to present to the client which will be developed into more refined
sketches.

Ideation Sketchs

Here I received extensive feedback and ideas for developing each design. I also received preferences as to which designs were the
strongest. The top two designs were 1 and 7. The general reasons people had for claiming these as their favourite concepts were because of the way I had stylised the jet stream from behind the ball shapes, but also the more 3-dimensional effect they had compared
to the others. This 3D effect is also of course a core aspect to the design brief.

Critique

Presentation of refined ideas
Client Name: Lynn
Project: Client 3D logo (Explore and apply creative design process to 3D forms - 6B and Produce creative work - 6D
Meeting time and date: 25/7/2016 - 11:30am
Upon meeting with my client there were no issue with deriving the final design solution from the three concept sketches
I had presented to her. The client instantly liked the idea of design three (3), which depicts two net-balls encircling each
other. General comments made on this designs success pertained to the symbolic nature of the two balls. The client Alluded to a fact that she had not mentioned to us previously, this was that there are two teams under the title of Jet’s within
the Southwest Netball Football League. The client particularly liked this design as the two balls to her, her colleagues and
teams within he southwest netball football league, would represent those two teams together in one logo.
The client also appreciated the streams that flow from behind the balls. Lynn felt these gave a sense of energy and power
to the design as a result. Again this elements fulfilled the nature of the client brief in that the logo needed to represent a
sense of power and energy in portraying the Jet’s (in a sense visualising the core values of hard work and training within
the designs).

Revise Digital proof

The Design concepts above were my first set of digital proofs which I showed to my client. The variety of designs offer a
variety of ways to present the typographical elements of “SOUWEST” which was an item I had not previously thought to
include. Upon meeting with my client however she liked that I added it in and felt it needed to be there. As a result the two
design options that didn’t include “SOUWEST” were dropped immediately. After deciding this me and the client discussed
the remaining to and the we came to the decision that the design above outlined in pink is to be the final product. The client didn’t believe there to be any changes needed after showing her this proof. When returning to the project I simply fixed
up a few minor things which hardly changed the design but rather just further improved the design’s effectiveness. This included spacing the letters of “SOUWEST” Further apart. These minor changes did not coincide with the clients notes however they were just little details I felt needed to be addressed to maximise the designs image. Throughout the process of
constructing this digital proof I had been working on a blue background - the blue is the same blue as the one that covers
the JET’S uniform (as inform by my client). This was to make sure the design was produced in accordance with its surface
environment. Although part of the brief was to produce a design or version of our design which also worked for printing on
paper. The two smaller versions below represent this. I have decided that the one circled with the dash line is the version
required. This is because the blue colour links more directly to the colour associated with the jets (used in uniform) and the
word JET’S also stands out

Both versions of final logo design

Version of logo for printing on paper documents

Unifrom
(Without Background colour)

Paper

Presentation to client
When it came to client presentation, I was required to submit my final design solution (that had been tweaked after the last
client meeting) to a folder which would collect all other designs and sent to the client for review.
After I did this I also needed to (in order to fulfil the project brief) map my Logo design to a simulated 3D object using the
Illustrator revolve tool. During this process I achieved the first step in creating the 3D objects (see images below), however
for some reason there were technical issue, with the logo art mapping to the objects themselves. As a result, all I could
do was place the logo design on each object without mapping it. An issue with this was that the logo didn’t look authentic
when applied to object in this way. To rectify this I applied the transform effect and distorted the shape slightly so that it
looked stretched around the 3D object.

http://design.tutsplus.com/tutorials/create-a-coffee-cup-mockup-in-adobe-illustrator-using-the-3d-revolve-effect--vector-11189

Deliver Files
When it came to delivering files I was simply required to place my packed folder with all links and fonts used, along with
the final design in the native (illustrator) file. I was also required to produce JPG and PNG exports of this designs to accompany my native files. I did this process for both my paper and uniform printable versions of the one design. Just to be
sure I had covered all bases I then also produced a PDF copy of each version.

Reflection
Throughout the process of this design brief I have found that my skills as a designer have developed and my way of working with a client has certainly become an easier activity. Perhaps it was due to my positive and enthusiastic attitude towards my client, but the communication of my concepts I feel was sound and there was no issue with connecting my ideas
with Lynn’s. In establishing this positive relationship, I had a clear understanding of what the client required which gave me
enough direction to produce my sketches, refine them and produce digital proofs. When it came to sending the design off
for review by the board committee for the SWNFL I was confident that I had done everything I could have done to achieve
what both the client and design brief required. The final design evokes an illusion of 3D effectively through its layering of
objects and their gradient values.

Design Process - Client 3D Logo
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1. Clarify the Brief
Confirmation Email
Hi Lynn,
My name is Jed, I am from Nat’s design class at Manea Senior College. I am just emailing you to express my
excitement in working with you on the logo design for the Jet’s playing uniform. As part of a group I am
working with Amber, Mikayla, Mackenzie, Annabelle, Alesha and Mia. We are all ready and willing to provide
you with our individual ideas which will unfold as the process goes forward. We have discerned from the
establishing meeting (on Monday 20th) that the design is to be a logo that represents the core values of the
Jet’s, authentically distinguishing their team. I also understand that the pantone 274 blue colour you provided
us with, is an element we should begin to work with in creating our designs. If you have any queries following
the course of this designs process please don’t hesitate to email me. I will pass any information onto the group
members on your behalf.
We look forward to our next meeting.
Thanks a lot,
Jed, Amber, Mikayla, Mackenzie, Annabelle, Alesha and Mia

Project Brief: 6B-6D Client 3D logo
This project is divided into five parts which relate to designing a logo for my client that has the illusion of 3D.
This project requires me to understand and develop my knowledge of 3D forms to design a logo that has the
illusion of 3D. I am to create a logo for my client Lynn Burn for the Sou West Jets netball team. This design
will be used to represent SWJ as an elite team by creating something that is easily recognised as the teams
logo. For final presentations, I will present my logo on two seperate 3D digitally designed objects I have
created by sourcing my own tutorials. By following and documenting the design process in the InDesign
template, I wil be required to manage this project from brief through to final client presentation, making sure
I stick to the deadlines.
Assesment timeline: Term 2 Week 8 - Term 3 Week 6 Submission date: Wednesday August 24, 2016 (Week 6)
Task 1: Collate a collection of 3D simulated images

Task 4: Digitally map logo to 2 objects for
presentation

Task 2: Design Process, Reflection and Client Meetings
Task 5: Submit files
Task 3: Create client logo

Notes from client meeting:
> A logo for the Sou West Jets uniform.
> Relate to the Bunbury/South West region.
> The logo to use a specific pantone blue = 274
> Use the colours blue, white and silver.
> Logo will be used for clothing, documents, email, website.
2

> Do not put an actual jet on the logo.
> Not too detailed, BUT recognisable.
> Logo should represents the SWJ as being fast,
elite, accurate.
> Must be 3D.
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2. Research
3D Simulated Images

Gradient plays a large part in how
the logo is simulated to be 3D. The
gradient on the ball and the text is
used to create a shadow that looks
like it’s coming out of the page.

The folding of one singular shape to create
layers sparks 3D. With applied gradients this is
enhanced.

The gradient of the ball shape
suggests that a light source in
the top right hand corner casts
a shadow over the logo. This use
of light source gives the sense of
illusion.

The gradient in the shape that
covers the heart is used to look
like a 3D ribbon.

Using the gaps between the curved shapes
which are extruded, gives the illusion of depth.
The highlights of the radial gradient also give
the perception of of 3D.

The use of gradient and the way it
seems to cast a shadow, gives the
illusion of a cube shape. Shadow
has also been used on the cube
and the lettering to have the effect
of 3D.

The mixture of cool colours in the
circular shape form gradients to
show the illusion of 3D.

The spheres used in this logo design that are
layered on top of eachother create a sense of 3D.
The light source at the top of the spheres is cast
down through a gradient to give the illusion of
3D shapes.

The circular motion of the lines
sorrounding the figure casts
an illusion of 3D. The spaces
inbetween the lines are also a
perception of depth.

Layering of square and triangular
shapes with tonal variations gives
the illusion of a 3D object.

This dramatic 3D logo has a well lit setting with
the elements of the logo being a darker tone.
This, along with the layering of shapes, gives
the illusion of 3D.

This 3D design suggests depth,
because of the light from the
design that supposedly casts a
shadow.
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3. Ideation/Sketch
1

2

This 3D element logo
sucessfully promotes
the Sou West Jets and
allows the logo to be
recognisable, as per
the brief set out by
the client.

The use of lines in
this 3D design are a
design aspect that is
used to be a highly
recogocnisable
design, as the client
has asked.

3
This clearly has a
3D element and
sucessfully promotes
the netball team the
client has asked for.

4
The design elements
used in this design
is shape with 3D
to emphasise the
promotional aspect
that the client has
requested.

5

6

This design has
some shape elemnts
included to highlight
that ‘jet’ feel for the
Sou West Jets.

This design would
be
sucessful
in
displaying a 3D
concept while also
promoting Sou West
Jets as it is a large part
of the design aspect.

7

8

This design has the
netbal name clearly
displayed on the
thumbnail and has
an interesting texture
element added to the
font.
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The
overall
3D
design that contains a
numerous amount of
shapes, contains the
3D aspect the client
asked of to promote
the netball team.

4. Critique

I have decided to develop design four and eight as they have more potential and are closer to what
Lynn has asked of me to do as my design brief. These two designs had positive feedback from peers
and suggestions to how I could develop them further.
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5. Present
Client Name: Lynn Burn
Project: 6A - 6C: Client 3D Prototype - 6B - 6D Client 3D Logo
Meeting time and date: Monday August 8 (10:30 - 11:50am)

Project Brief: 6B-6D Client 3D logo (Revised)
This project is divided into five parts which relate to designing a logo for my client that has the illusion of 3D.
This project requires me to understand and develop my knowledge of 3D forms to design a logo that has the
illusion of 3D. I am to create a logo for my client Lynn Burn for the Sou West Jets netball team. This design
will be used to represent SWJ as an elite team by creating something that is easily recognised as the teams
logo. The logo must use the pantone blue provided along with silver and white. The logo does not have to
have ‘Sou West’ included (can be just ‘Jets’). The logo will also be put on websites, emails and documents.
For final presentations, I will present my logo on two seperate 3D digitally designed objects I have created by
sourcing my own tutorials. By following and documenting the design process in the InDesign template, I wil
be required to manage this project from brief through to final client presentation, making sure I stick to the
deadlines.
Assesment timeline: Term 2 Week 8 - Term 3 Week 6 Submission date: Wednesday August 24, 2016 (Week 6)
Task 1: Collate a collection of 3D simulated images

Task 4: Digitally map logo to 2 objects for
presentation

Task 2: Design Process, Reflection and Client Meetings
Task 5: Submit files
Task 3: Create client logo

Notes from client meeting
> Logo 2 version A is the design Lynn likes the best and would like me to develop.
> Have the ball a different colour to font.
> Font to be silver or maybe a gradient.
> White outline around font.
> Change the ‘t’ to look less like a cross OR change the lettering completely.

Summary Email
Hi Lynn,
Thankyou for taking time out of your day to meet with me to discuss the designs I have created.
Just to clarify, you would like me to make the strokes on the lettering and the sweeping lines underneath bolder. You
would also like the ‘t’ to be reconsidered as it looks too much like a cross, or maybe even change the font altogether.
You would also like a slightly alternative design to be made so it could be used on white paper documents. More of a
white gradient will be added to the design as requested.
Please email me if any of the information I have stated is incorrect or you would like to make other changes.
Thanks,
Amber Cook
6
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6. Revise
Sharp font: silver and gradient

Curvy font: silver and gradient

I gave my client two font designs with different colours for the Sou West Jets
Netball Club. Lynn mentioned in the previous client meeting that she would
like to see it with a silver fill but was unsure if she would like it better than the
gradient. Font choices was also discussed as to whether it would be best to change
the ‘t’ to look less like a cross or to have a completely different font. This is why I
have presented these four designs to her so she can have a confident idea on what
she would like for the logo.

Notes from client meeting
> The curvy font with the gradient is the style my client wants to stick with
> Make gradient go from the pantone blue to a lighter blue colour
> There is enough 3D in the logo designs
> More of a block colour blue in the lettering
> Can there be an alternative version that can be put on white paper?
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7. Client Presentation
Final designs for the Sou West Jets client brief
Blue background for
the uniform and water
bottles.

White background for
paper documents.

Things changed:
• I unbolded the text for the footer and the social media names
• I got rid of the Youtube and Soundcloud links and insert email adress.
• Added the social media logos next to the links, in the Dropbox file
• The Good Nights logo changed to white with a black and white picture with a 60% transparency behind it
• A fancier font for the two headings
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8. Deliver Files
Packaged Indesign file
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9. Reflection
Reflection
Having a client that knew what she wanted the logo to have included gave me a clear understanding of what
I had to design, but still allowed me to have some freedom. I struggled with this client project brief when I
first began as I didn’t have a clear direction of how to incorporate everything my client wanted on the Sou
West Jets logo. I soon found some inspiration from other logos in the industry and drew a lot of mock ups,
leading to some stand out designs worthy of being presented to the client. I had no particularly major lows
in my design journey. I pushed myself to get the logo to incorporate what Lynn wanted so it was a successful
creation. The success of my design, I believe, clearly displays the concept that was requested by Lynn Burn for
the Sou West Jets netball club. I added in all the design changes my client had made to make sure the concept
she had invisioned for her ideas was met.
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1. Clarify the Brief
SWNFL Project Brief
Within this project, our design group has been approached by Lynn from the South west netball region to design a
logo for the South west netball football league (SWNFL). We will make use of any adobe program (Photoshop, InDesign or illustrator) to design a logo that represents the collaboration between the netball and football teams in the
location that they play. From our meeting with Lynn there was a few specific that the design must or should try and
cover.
•

The design must include the title for the SWNFL, the shorted version in fine.

•

Must have joining elements of netball and football equally together.

•

The region colour is blue, so this should be included in the design.

•

The program doesn’t have a logo, so the general direction of the design is open to designer’s choice.

•

The printing process must be taken into consideration (i.e. colours and how these work in different printing
types)

•

The design will be primarily used on documents; however it may be useful to design to clothing print as
well.

•

There are 10 teams in each league, so the colour should reflect each of these equally with no focus on specific team colours too much. Either includes them all or none of them.

•

No set colours

The designs will then be created in preliminary sketches of which we will meet again with lynn to focus down to a
digital proof.
Meetings:
Given Out, Term 2 week 8.
Sketch meeting, Term 3 week 2 Monday 25th July
First proof meeting, Term 3 week 4 Monday 8th August
Submission, Term 3 week 6 Wednesday 24th August
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2. Research
Collect samples of ideas from client’s industry. Insert them here on this page. Review pages 23 and 24 of your
InDesign textbook on Anchoring objects to text and the Links Panel.
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3. Ideation/Sketch
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4. Critique
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5. Present
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6. Revise
Focus on 1 design from your client meeting
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7. Client Presentation
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8. Deliver Files
Preflight your InDesign folder and then package it.
Submit the entire packaged folder to the correct storage device as directed.
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9. Reflection
Complete a reflection on the highs and lows of your application through the design
process and success in communicating the concept/idea your client requested.

Reflection
Overall, this design process was very easy and went very smoothly through most if all steps of the
process. Ultimately I believe that I accurately achieved the desired outcome of the logo, in presenting a modern yet professional logo to help represent the south west netball football league
for Lynn and the southwest netball association. The early stages of the process posed slight difficulty, as the designs had to have elements of both netball and football on an equal level; as well as
representational of the sports and the locations in which they are played. The main difficult arose
in sketching enough distinct yet individual designs that could all equally fit the project brief. When I
first met with Lynn, it was decided that we would go with the shield design over the more popular
goal post design as the person in charge is much more old fashioned. The rest of the design process went by very quickly and easily however, as the design was not difficult to create and colour.
In addition, Lynn was very happy with the first proofs and therefore the only small text change was
completed in mere minutes. The challenge of a 3D elements to the design was interesting and fun,
and I believe that I achieved this well in a simple yet effective way; allowing this design to be more
flexible in printing it in different forms.
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